A R O U N D H A L F P E N N Y OF H E N R Y I
By

PETER SEABY

THE round halfpenny was introduced into England during the reign
of Alfred, probably b y Danish raiders or settlers who had become
familiar with the Prankish obol while campaigning on the Continent.
T h e y were struck for Halfdene and later Viking leaders, and b y Alfred
and some of his successors, though probably never in great quantities
as they are rare. From the late ninth century onwards pennies cut or
broken in half (and sometimes into quarters), passed in circulation
together with the round halfpennies, the last Saxon round halfpennies
now known being struck during the reign of Eadgar. It had been supposed until recently that, from the reign of Eadgar until the great
recoinage of Edward I, pennies cut into halves or quarters were the
only form of small change in circulation. There is, however, some
literary evidence which points to a possible issue of round halfpence
during the reign of Henry I. Several of the twelfth-century chroniclers
record a proclamation of Henry I of 1108 dealing with debasement
and falsification of the coinage which also refers to halfpennies ordered
to be made in round form. This literary evidence will be dealt with
separately b y Dr. Philip Grierson and Mr. Christopher Brooke.
B y kind permission of Mr. Allen Forbes the writer was able to exhibit the little coin under discussion at the March 1950 meeting of
the Society. Its find-site is, unfortunately, unknown, but it is known
to have been in the collection of the present owner's great-uncle in
1877, as there is some correspondence concerning it with Sir John
E v a n s and the Rev. A . Leigh Barker.

This coin weighs 9-75 grains and has a diameter of 15 millimetres.
It is not perfectly struck and the inscriptions are not completely
legible, but the main features of the design are intact. On the obverse
there is a facing head with what appears to be a wreath around it, and
an inscription reading HENRI . .EX, which can certainly be completed
as HENRIC REX. On the reverse is a plain cross potent with a cross
of four pellets in each angle, and an inscription reading G O D P I N A . . I.
The last letter but one is partially obliterated but seems to be either
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P or NP ligated, and the inscription might therefore be extended to
G O D P I N A O N PI (PI. A , 7).

A t first sight there might seem little reason for assigning this coin
to the reign of Henry I, or, for that matter, to England even. There
is certainly something familiar about the style and fabric, but, on the
other hand, there are numerous continental coins, and particularly
German coins, which owe their origin to the Norman coins of England.
Neither Professor Walter Havernick nor Dr. Peter Berghaus, however,
has ever seen a similar coin. Professor Havernick has suggested that
it might conceivably be a light weight denar, showing English influence, of the Emperor Henry V (1106-11). If this was the case he
would be tempted to assign it to the mint of Aix-la-Chapelle, as a
somewhat similar head is found on some of the coins of Cologne of the
same period. Dr. Berghaus does not think it emanates from a German mint, but would assign it to the beginning of the reign of Henry
I of England, though he suggests that the head could have been copied
from certain coins of the Rhineland or the Netherlands (e.g. Utrecht).
The use of a moneyer's name on German coins of this period is almost
unknown, and the name Godwin could hardly be more English.
If this is in fact an English coin, then it must surely have been
issued during the reign of Henry I, for it is scarcely conceivable that
during the reigns of Henry II or Henry I I I , when die-engraving was so
standardized, a halfpenny coin could have been issued so unlike the
then current penny.
It may seem strange that if English round halfpennies had been
issued subsequent to the proclamation of 1108 none should have
appeared before n o w ; but when one recalls that the gold florins of
Edward I I I were known to have been issued, though they did not
come to light until 1857, then it does not appear so remarkable after
all. It must also be remembered how rare even the pennies are of the
early and middle years of Henry's reign. There were certainly many
more halfpennies and farthings in circulation during the Middle Ages
than there would appear to be from the records of coin hoards.
Hoarders did not usually bury the small change that was so necessary
for day-to-day.purchases. There is one other factor to be considered:
it m a y be that moneyers would not pay the fees for round halfpenny
dies, knowing it to be less profitable to make coins of this denomination than to make pennies and then cut them in half.
It is when we look at the lettering on this coin that we find definite
evidence for dating it to the middle years of the reign of Henry I of
England. The lettering is of the type Brooke 1 calls " Series V and V I "
which is used on the pennies of types I V - X I V . This is quite a different
form of lettering to that used on the first four types of the reign. The
earlier lettering had straight or concave uprights without serifs, but
this was superseded b y lettering of new style which has slightly conv e x uprights with definite serifs at the ends. Peculiar to the earlier
1 See G. C. Brooke's Catalogue of English
vol. i, pp. liii-lv, and Epigraphical Table.
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years of this new lettering are the wide almost horizontally barred N
which is found on many coins of types V - I X , and the very narrow D
such as appears on this coin in the name GODWIN. On the pennies of
Henry I the Roman H used at the beginning of the reign was superseded during the run of type I V b y the round ti but it is interesting to
note that the large Roman H on this coin is not made from a punch of
the old type, but from a new punch which has the new convex uprights
and serifs. W e cannot, therefore, on the strength of a Roman type H
attribute this coin to a date earlier than the end of type IV.
To return to the reverse inscription: Godwin is a common name,
and during the reign of Henry I moneyers of this name are known to
have operated at London, Chichester, Gloucester, Southwark, Thetford, Wallingford, Warwick, and Winchester. If we are correct in
assuming that GODPIN A ON PI is the full reading, then this coin
would seem to be the work of a moneyer of Winchester. Now in the
Winton Domesday a " G o d w i n v s S o c c h e " is described as magister
monetariorum during the reign of Edward the Confessor, and after the
conquest we have a complete run of types b y a moneyer named Godwin from type I V of William I to type V I of Henry I, with the solitary
exception of type III. A f t e r type V I we have no other coins of Godwin struck at Winchester until t y p e X V , the last type of the reign.
Now if we reckon that the types of Henry's coinage were changed
every two years (and Brooke reckoned that four different types were
used in the first eight years of the reign), then both types V and V I
were struck within two or three years following Henry's proclamation
of 1108. The A following the moneyer's name presents a problem. It
could either be the first letter of a mint name, ON being omitted, which
is unlikely, or it could have been used in mistake for a final E—also
rather unlikely. It seems more probable that the letter A represents a
surname. If this is a coin of the middle years of Henry's reign, then
this would be the earliest example of a surname being used on a Norman coin. There is a London moneyer DEREMAN RJ who struck coins
of type X V , and there is another coin of uncertain mint of the same
type b y a moneyer GODPINE GV, who m a y be the moneyer described in
the Pipe Roll of 1130 as " Godwinus Quachehand " (Godwin Lefthand).
The obverse inscriptions on Henry's coins are remarkably consistent, and it m a y be of interest to note here that, with one exception, a
mule of type I X / X , the only pennies of Henry I with the inscription
HENR.IC R.EX that the writer has been able to trace are the coins of
type V.
If this coin is a halfpenny of Henry I, then one would expect it to
have a design corresponding to one of his pennies. A t first glance it
does not, for there are certainly no English pennies of this period
which have a wreathed instead of a crowned head. There are, however, certain points of resemblance to several types of pennies, namely
those of types V , V I , I X , and, to a lesser extent, the obverse of type X .
On all the pennies of Henry I the obverse legend starts at the bottomleft of the king's head and finishes at the bottom-right, with the excep-

tion of type X which has an inscription completely circling the coin.
However, we cannot attribute this halfpenny to the period of type X
for this reason alone, as the reverse type does not remotely correspond
to the penny. The fact that the inscription entirely encircles the king's
head might be explained by taking into account the difficulties the
engraver may have had in getting the inscription HENR.IC REX on to
the smaller flan of a halfpenny, using the letter punches he had at his
disposal.
If the obverse of this Henry halfpenny is compared with the pennies
of Henry I we find that, though no penny has a wreath around the
king's head, pennies of type V I have three small fleurs-de-lis above the
king's head instead of a normal crown. Type V has one star and type
V I has two or three stars to the right of the king's head. Is it possible
that the lower part of what appears to be a wreath on the halfpenny is
really meant to represent a couple of stars ? The actual head of the
king, excluding the hair or wreath, is made from a punch very like
that used on the pennies of type VI. The pennies of type I X also have
a star and quatrefoil to the right of the king's head.
The reverse of this halfpenny also does not exactly correspond with
any known penny, but there is some resemblance to types V, V I , and
I X . Type V has a voided cross with a voided lis or quatrefoil in the
angles, and type V I has a plain cross pattee with sceptres and stars in
the angles. A die-sinker might well be excused for adapting either of
these designs when copying them on to a smaller die of halfpenny
size. If the penny designs had been copied unaltered, merely being
reduced in size, they would have been most difficult to execute and
would have looked markedly cramped on a small coin of this size.
If type V is the model for this halfpenny, then the die-sinker might
well have inserted a plain instead of a voided cross, or, if it was type
V I that was copied, then he might similarly have omitted the sceptre
handles and changed the sceptre-head and stars into a group of four
pellets. Again, if type I X was the model, then the engraver would
possibly have left out the quatrefoil that surrounds the cross pattee
on the penny of that type.
u
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There is another factor to be considered in the attempt to date this
halfpenny. We know that the pennies of types V I I - X I I were officially
mutilated before issue, being snicked through the flan for a quarterinch or so. One would expect any halfpennies issued during this
"snicked flan" period to have a snicked flan also, as there is no reason
to suppose that they would have been exempted from this mutilation.
As this halfpenny is not snicked there is some reason for assuming
that it cannot be contemporary with type I X , but that it must have
been issued either earlier or later than the pennies of types V I I - X I I .
Finally, let us consider the weight of this halfpenny, 9 7 5 grains.
If this was struck at about the average weight for a coin of this type,
then we should expect it to be issued at a time when the penny was
being struck at around 19-5 grains. The table below gives the average
weight for the various types of Henry I pennies in the British Museum
collection. 1
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This table cannot be said to supply any definite evidence for dating
this halfpenny, but it does tend to confirm the other evidence which
points to the period of types V or V I as the date of issue.
In conclusion, the points mentioned above can be summarized as
follows:
a. W e have here a halfpenny with the inscription HENR.IC REX.
b. There is no evidence against it being an English coin.
c. If English, it should be assigned to the reign of Henry I rather
than Henry II or Henry III.
1 T h i s table is compiled from figures given in B r o o k e ' s Norman Kings.
Coins of obvious
short w e i g h t h a v e not been t a k e n into account, b u t even so, t h e weights given for those
t y p e s m a r k e d w i t h a n asterisk cannot be considered absolutely reliable as there are so
f e w specimens f r o m w h i c h t o w o r k out a mean.
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d. There is some literary evidence that suggests an issue of round
halfpennies was authorized in 1108.
e. The lettering is of the type used on the pennies of Henry I's
middle years (after type IV).
/. If GODPIN A ON PI is the correct reverse inscription, then this
would appear to be a coin of Winchester. A moneyer Godwin
operated at Winchester between types I and V I and for the last
type of the reign (on the other hand, Godwin A may not be the
same moneyer).
g. The inscription HENR.IC R.EX is only found on pennies of type V
(with the exception of one mule of type IX/X).
h. There is some similarity of design to the pennies of types V, VI,
and I X .
i. As there is no snick in the flan the period of type V or V I is more
likely than type I X .
j. The weight of this halfpenny is about half the average weight of
the pennies of types V and VI.
k. The period of type V and V I falls shortly after the 1108 proclamation.
There thus seem to be good grounds for assigning this halfpenny to
the period of the type V or V I pennies of Henry I.

